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sated with his pailful of milk, left the buffalo un-
scathed. However, on the fourth night, he killed it,
Then, remembering that cats like eggs, the Maha-
raja had a large basketful of eggs set out beside
the water-bucket. When the tiger came he went
straight to the milk ; then turned to the basket and
made a hearty meal of eggs, after which he turned
tail without giving the buffalo a glance. After the
tiger had been on an egg-and-milk diet for a
month, the Maharaja risked all on a throw and
eliminated the buffalo. The tiger turned up as
regularly as ever, and during a whole season lived
blamelessly on dairy produce. What was more,
he put on flesh, and never had his pelt been sleeker.
But there came a baleful day when the tiger
"went off" his bloodless diet, and on his way to
dinner ate a shepherd as his hors-d'oeuvre. And
two days later he replaced the egg course on his
menu by an old crone scrambled at the village
gate.
" So of course I had to shoot him," the Maharaja
admitted. " Still, I assure you, it went against the
grain," he added with a smile. " But I hope to get
more lasting results with the one we're going to see
to-night."
Obviously there could be no knowing ; yet I
must confess that when an hour later I saw the
tiger greedily devouring the unhappy buffalo which
had been awaiting him so patiently under the
electric light, I felt little hope that the great carni-
vore would ever turn vegetarian.
" Did you notice how quickly he despatched the
buffalo ? " the Maharaja asked me. " No animal
is naturally cruel. A tiger takes the offensive only
when he's alarmed or hungry."
" I'd always thought one often came across the

